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Why Protect Trade Dress?

Just as words and logos can serve a 

trademark function, so can product design 

and shape, packaging, color, and even non-

visual sensory indicia such as sounds and 

smells.
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Why Functionality?

There can be no perpetual quasi-

patent right.
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Supreme Court – TrafFix on

Functionality

A product feature is functional if:

• it is essential to the product’s purpose or use, 
or if it affects the cost or quality of the product
TrafFix Devices, Inc. v. Marketing Displays, Inc., 532 U.S. 23, 32 
(2001).
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Not functional
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Functional
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How to Determine Functionality

(1) the existence of a utility patent that discloses the utilitarian 
advantages of the design sought to be registered;

(2) advertising by the applicant that touts the utilitarian 
advantages of the design;

(3) facts pertaining to the availability of alternative designs

(4) facts pertaining to whether the design results from a 
comparatively simple or inexpensive method of manufacture.

In re Morton-Norwich Products, Inc., 671 F.2d 1332, 213 USPQ 9 
(CCPA 1982). See also, Valu Engineering Inc. v. Rexnord Corp., 
278 F.3d 1268, 1275, 61 USPQ2d 1422, 1426 (Fed. Cir. 2002).
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In re Morton-Norwich Products, Inc., 671 

F.2d 1332 (CCPA 1982)

NONFUNCTIONAL
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Utility Patent

“A utility patent is strong evidence that the features therein 
claimed are functional. . . . [T]he strong evidence of 
functionality based on the previous patent adds great 
weight to the statutory presumption that features are 
deemed functional until proved otherwise by the party 
seeking trade dress protection. Where the expired patent 
claimed the features in question, one who seeks to 
establish trade dress protection must carry the heavy 
burden of showing that the feature is not functional, for 
instance by showing that it is merely an ornamental, 
incidental, or arbitrary aspect of the device.”

–TrafFix Devices, 532 U.S. at 30-31
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Touting Product Features in 

Advertising

• Talking Rain Beverage Co., Inc. v. South Beach 

Beverage Co., 349 F.3d 601, 604 (9th Cir. 

2003) - “Get a Grip.”
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Alternative Designs

Where the design is essential to the use or 

purpose or affects the cost or quality of the 

product there is no need to proceed further 

to consider if there is a competitive 

necessity for the feature (i.e. you don’t have 

to look at alternative designs)
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Alternative Designs

[W]e conclude that the Court merely noted that once a

product feature is found functional based on other

considerations there is no need to consider the

availability of alternative designs, because the feature

cannot be given trade dress protection merely because

there are alternative designs available.  But that does not

mean that the availability of alternative designs cannot be

a legitimate source of evidence in the first place.

Valu Engineering v. Dexnord Corp., 278 F.3d 1268, 1276 

(Fed. Cir. 2002).
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PROSECUTING TRADE DRESS
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Why Register?

• Registered trade dress:  prima facie evidence of validity.  

Defendant has burden to prove functionality. 15 U.S.C. 

§ 1115(a).

• Unregistered trade dress:  “In a civil action for trade 

dress infringement under this chapter for trade dress 

not registered on the principal register, the person who 

asserts trade dress protection has the burden of proving 

that the matter sought to be protected is not 

functional.” 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(3).
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Functionality in 

USPTO Ex Parte Proceedings
• 15 U.S.C. §1052(e)(5): A mark that “comprises any 

matter that, as a whole, is functional” cannot be 

registered.

• TMEP §1202.02(a)(iv): “The examining attorney must 

establish a prima facie case that the proposed trade 

dress mark sought to be registered is functional in order 

to make and maintain the §2(e)(5) functionality 

refusal.”
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TMEP 1202.02(a)(iv)

[T]he examining attorney must not only examine the application

content (i.e., the drawing, the description of the mark, the

identification of goods or services, and the specimen, if any), but also

conduct independent research to obtain evidentiary support for the

refusal. In applications where there is reason to believe that the

proposed mark may be functional, but the evidence is lacking to issue

the §2(e)(5) refusal in the first Office action, a request for information

pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §2.61(b) must be issued to obtain information

from the applicant so that an informed decision about the validity of

the functionality refusal can be made.



Supplemental Registration

• Available for terms that can be marks, but

for which the applicant cannot show

secondary meaning.
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In re GB II Corp., TTAB 2002 WL 612558 (Feb. 8, 

2022)



In re GB II Corp., TTAB 2002 WL 612558 (Feb. 8, 

2022)

• “The unique Veff™ Serration pattern on our knives

creates angled teeth that feed material into the cut

as you pull. Think of it like multiple guillotines all set

to glide through fibrous materials with surgical

precision. They're easy to sharpen and they work

better than traditional serrations.”

• “They're extremely easy to sharpen and they are

easier to manufacture, meaning we can pass that

cost savings on to you, the end user. The unique

Veff™ Flat Top Serration pattern on our knives

creates scalloped edges that feed material into the

cut as you pull through fibrous materials.”

• Design Patent



In re Becton, Dickinson, 675 F.3d 

1372 (Fed. Cir. 2012)

• Weighing of functional
and non-functional
features is “mandated.”

• Utility patent bars are not
limited to claims.

• Design patent
presumptively…indicates
that the design is not
functional.
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In re Charles N. Van Valkenburgh, 

97 USPQ2d 165454 (TTAB 2011)
“We do not find it necessary 
that the configuration designs 
for which the trademark 
protection is sought be 
“virtually identical to the 
invention described and 
claimed” in the patent or that 
the patent must “cover” all 
facets of the proposed marks.  
Instead we look to the 
features disclosed in the 
patent which have been 
incorporated into the present 
product designs and the 
teachings of the patent with 
respect to those features.”
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Utilitarian Functionality and 

Litigation
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Georgia-Pacific Consumer Products LP v. 

Kimberly-Clark Corp., 

647 F.3d 723 (7th Cir. 2011)
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Jay Franco & Sons, Inc. v. Franek, 

615 F.3d 855 (7th Cir. 2010)

• Judge Easterbrook asks:  
“Does it improve the product 
in some way so that 
‘consumers would pay to have 
it, rather than be indifferent or 
pay to avoid it?”

• Utility patents (here, owned by 
a third party) are “excellent 
cheat sheets” for determining 
utilitarian functionality
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Flexible Steel Lacing Co. v. Conveyor Accessories, 

Inc., 955 F.3d 632 (7th Cir. 2020)



Ezaki Glico Kabushiki Kaisha v. Lotte International 

America Corp., 986 F.3d 250 (3d Cir. 2020)



Glico - Background

Ezaki Glico sold Pocky cookies for more than 50 years; 

since 1978 in the US.

Ezaki Glico owned two federal registrations for its cookie 

design

Lotte started making Pepero cookies in 1983.

Ezaki Glico sent cease and desist letters from 1993 to 

1995.  Lotte said it would stop selling Pepero cookies until 

the dispute was resolved.  It didn’t.

Ezaki Glico sued in 2015.

Summary judgment for Lotte on functionality.



Glico– Third Circuit’s first 

opinion

“Functional” means “useful.”  It does not 

mean “essential.”

Relies on dictionary definition.

How to show product is functional:

• Essential to the use or purpose

• Affects the cost or quality

• Exclusive use would put competitors at a significant

non-reputational disadvantage



Glico– Reconsideration

• Court reiterates that functional is the same as useful.  

• A design is not functional if all it does is identify its maker.

• Analyze functionality at the level of the particular designs chosen 

for a feature – not for the product as a whole.

• The question is not whether the product or feature is useful, but 

whether the particular shape and form is useful.

• A feature is not functional if it is a merely ornamental, incidental, or 

arbitrary aspect of a device.

• A combination of functional and non-functional features can be 

protected.



Bodum USA, Inc. v. A Top New Casting, Inc., 927 

F.3d 486 (7th Cir. 2019).



Blumenthal Distrib., Inc. v. Herman Miller, Inc., 

963 F.3d 859 (9th Cir. 2020).



Sulzer Mixpac AG v. A&N Trading Company, 988 

F.3d 174 (2d. Cir. 2021)



Take-Aways

• Avoid “Post Hoc” Trade Dress.

• Be Careful with your Drawing  See Becton-Dickinson, 

supra, Ogosport LLC. v. Maranda Enterprises LLC, 2012 

WL 683111 (E.D. Wis. March 2, 2012), Mag Instrument, 

Inc. v. Brinkmann Corp., 96 USPQ2d 1701 (TTAB 2010), 

aff’d per curiam, 2011 WL 5400095 (Fed. Cir. Nov. 9, 

2011).
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“Merely Ornamental”: Prosecution Issues

Litigation and Aesthetic Functionality

Aesthetic Functionality Best Practices
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What Is Aesthetic Functionality?

Aesthetic functionality prohibits granting trademark rights for 

(non-utilitarian) features that put competitors at a significant non-

reputation related disadvantage.

TrafFix Devices v. Marketing Displays, Inc., 532 U.S. 23 (2001)
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What Is Aesthetic Functionality?

• What does that mean?

– The “Mark” is an attractive ornamental feature that competitors might 

want to use

– The “Mark” is synonymous with the product itself (i.e., why you would 

want to purchase it)

– The “Mark” expresses a sentiment that competitors may want to 

express
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Aesthetic Functionality: Classic Cases

• China Pattern

– Attractive floral pattern not particularly associated 

with single manufacturer

– Consumers purchased that china set because the 

pattern appealed to them, not because it identified 

the manufacturer.

– Plaintiff manufacturer was perhaps trying to make 

up for lack of copyright in the China pattern (court 

noted that copyright claim was not raised).

Pagliero v. Wallace China Co., 198 F. 2d 339 (9th Cir. 1952)
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Aesthetic Functionality: Classic Cases

• Black Color for Flower Boxes

– Black already had aesthetic associations

• Luxury

• Funerals

• Halloween

– Competing Florists would need to be able 
to use Black boxes to have appealing 
packaging in those cases.

In re Florists’ Transworld Delivery, Inc.,
2013 TTAB LEXIS 115 (TTAB Mar. 28, 2013)
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Aesthetic Functionality: Classic Cases

• Architectural Feature—Decorative Roof Vent

– Vent shaped and colored to look like ceramic

roof tile.

– Advertisements describe roof vent as “functional

in design, camouflages the existence of vents,

and is aesthetically pleasing.”

– Competing builders would need to be able to use

similar design to have appealing roof on homes.

M-5 Steel Mfg, Inc. v. O’Hagin’s, Inc., 61 USPQ2d 1086 (TTAB 2001)
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What can we learn from successes and failures at the PTO?
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Prosecution Successes

• Polka Dot Pattern for kitchen cleanser

– Drawing showed polka dot pattern on

can for cleanser.

– Examiner’s refusal as “mere

ornamentation” reversed

– Applicant used the pattern for years

– Applicant’s ads focused on polka dot

theme

In re Swift & Co., 106 USPQ 286 (CCPA 1955)
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Prosecution Successes

• Perfect Example of

Avoiding Mere

Ornamentation Refusal

• There was no evidence

that any competitor

used polka pattern on

labels, so no

competitive

disadvantage to

anyone.

PICK A POLKA 
DOT slogan 
highlighted
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Prosecution Successes

• Pink color for fiberglass insulation

– Pink has no meaning in field and serves 

no utilitarian function

– No competitors use or need to use pink

– Extensive advertising featuring pink

– Cartoon character pink panther

In Re Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, 

774 F.2d 1116 (Fed. Cir. 1985)
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Prosecution Failures

• “Copper” color of flexible plastic tubes 

used for subsurface irrigation

– PTO issued 2(e)(5) refusal on ground of 

aesthetic functionality (and even if non-

functional, lacked acquired distinctiveness 

under 2(f))

In re Rain Bird Corporation, Serial No. 85044106 

(TTAB Jan. 3, 2019). 
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Prosecution Failures

• “TTAB recognized that color may be a
source indicator, but:

• Applicant’s subsurface tubing was marketed for use
above ground. Because copper is a shade of
brown, it tends to blend into the surface of the
landscape.

• Therefore, “the copper color serves the function
allowing irrigation tubing to blend into a variety of
landscapes and mulch” – consumers buy it for its
aesthetic value

• TTAB held that granting registration of the mark
would put Applicant’s competitors at a significant
non-reputation based disadvantage.

In re Rain Bird Corporation, Serial No. 85044106 
(TTAB Jan. 3, 2019). 
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Prosecution Failures

• Repeating plain or basket weave pattern of
leather strips for footwear
– Opposer argued the design was merely ornamental

and aesthetically functional

– TTAB agreed:
• Evidence of acquired distinctiveness that Applicant offered

was inadequate (lack of look-for advertising, no testimony
from consumers)

• Long and continuous use alone is insufficient to prove
secondary meaning where such use was not exclusive. Here
significant evidence of third-party use (competitive need).

Marc Fisher LLC v. Bottega Veneta, 91214253, 2019 WL 
2544246 (Trademark Tr. & App. Bd. June 4, 2019).
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Prosecution Failures

• Applicant tried to rely on prior registration it

obtained for same design in connection with

handbags
• TTAB’s conclusion that design was not aesthetically functional

should be narrowly construed and only apply to competing

products with essentially identical design for handbags

• Prior case is not binding on other goods, particularly where

the record shows numerous other shoe designs with similar

basket weave patterns

Marc Fisher LLC v. Bottega Veneta, 91214253, 2019 WL 

2544246 (Trademark Tr. & App. Bd. June 4, 2019).
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Prosecution Failures

• Bearded skull design for clothing items

– Examiner: skull design is merely ornamental and 

fails to function as a source identifier

• Skull placed across center of t-shirt: not where 

consumers are used to seeing marks

In re Diesel Power Gear, LLC, Serial No. 87261073 (Feb. 

27, 2019)
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Prosecution Failures

• Bearded skull design for clothing items

– emphasis on commercial impression of the mark

• Prominently displayed skull not likely to be perceived as 

a source identifier by consumers

• Nothing about skull design stands out from the other 

words or elements to be viewed as source indicator

• No evidence on record that purchasers perceive it as a 

mark

– But allowed for Class 12 vehicle accessories and 

Class 27 vehicle floor mats (NOA—no 

specimen?)

In re Diesel Power Gear, LLC, Serial No. 87261073 (Feb. 

27, 2019)
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Prosecution Failures

• Repeating Pattern on hookahs

– Applied to register repeating diamond pattern on 
the lower third of device.

– Common in the industry to have colorful 
repeating pattern toward bottom of devices 

– Colors often identified flavors of hookah 
(utilitarian?)

– Advertisement states that the product is 
“designed to look great.”

– Repeating pattern used for only 4 years and not 
highlighted in advertising, so no secondary 
meaning.

In re Fantasia Distribution, Inc., 

120 USPQ2d 1137 (TTAB 2016)
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Prosecution Failures

• Souvenir Designs Generally

– Applied to T-shirts, bags, caps, plush toys.

– I “heart” is common in the souvenir industry worldwide.

– Tourists purchase because message helps them 

remember their visit, not because it identifies a source.

– Use on hangtags (which is traditional TM use) is not 

enough to overcome functionality of message.

– Competitors would need to be able to express same 

message.

D.C. One Wholesaler, Inc. v. Jonathan E. Chien, 

120 USPQ2d 1710 (TTAB 2016)
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When has the defense of Aesthetic Functionality 
succeeded and when has it failed?
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Scary Halloween Stories
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Successful Use as a Defense

• Betty Boop Character on poster

• Heirs of cartoonist sued poster maker for
unauthorized use of character

• Heirs failed to submit accurate chain of title for TM
and copyrights to character, and had uneven prior
enforcement.

• Poster maker alleged “defensive aesthetic
functionality,” namely that character did not serve
as a trademark in the manner defendant used it.

• So, even if plaintiff had TM rights, defendant’s
use was merely aesthetically functional (to
decorate poster).

Fleischer Studios Inc. v. A.V.E.L.A., Inc., 636 F.3d 1115 (9th Cir. 2011) 
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Successful Use as a Defense

• University name on unauthorized merchandise
– Name and emblem of University used on clothing without 

license. 
– Court held defendant’s use to be aesthetically functional 

based on emblem’s intrinsic value to show support for the 
University

– Consumers did not purchase merchandise because they 
believed it was manufactured by the University  [Huh?].

– Complicating bad fact: Pitt allowed defendant to use 
emblem for 47 years, and even sold defendants product in 
the bookstore.

University of Pittsburgh v. Champion Products, Inc., 566 F. Supp. 
71 (W.D. Pa. 1983)
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Successful Use as a Defense

• Fleisher and Pitt have scary results 

• Does it give someone a free pass to use 

someone else’s trademark in a decorative 

manner?

• How can you protect your brand from 

unlicensed swag?
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Successful Use as a Defense?

• Fleisher and Pitt are at odds with most
decisions

– Most courts hold that a defendant cannot
claim a “competitive disadvantage” of not
being able to use a design or feature that is
tied to the reputation or is associated with
someone else.

Au-Tomotive Gold, Inc. v. Volkswagen of Am. Inc.,  457 F.3d 1062 
(9th Cir. 2006) 

(rejecting aesthetic functionality claim regarding defendant’s non 
trademark use of Volkswagen mark on keychain to show 
appreciation of automobile manufacturer)
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Unsuccessful Use as a Defense

• Use of NYPD and FDNY logos on 
clothing 

• Defendant “The Cop Shop” raised 
aesthetic functionality as defense 
arguing that the seals are 
“decorative and ornamental.”

City of New York v. Blue Rage, Inc., 435 
F. Supp. 3d 472, 492 (E.D.N.Y. 2020)
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Unsuccessful Use as a Defense

• Court rejected argument:
• Consumers might buy products for their

aesthetic appeal, but they are clearly
source-identifying even when used
decoratively

• By defendants’ reasoning, any logo or
emblem would be precluded from
trademark protection once it was used
to “decorate” or provide
“ornamentation” to merchandise.

• If defendants wish to compete, they
should show more
inventiveness/creativity.

City of New York v. Blue Rage, Inc., 435 
F. Supp. 3d 472, 492 (E.D.N.Y. 2020)
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Analysis of Traditional Cases With The 
Defense of Aesthetic Functionality
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Successful Use as a Defense: Recent Ninth Cir. Decision

• LTTB LLC is a small apparel company that owes its success to the vegetable-based 
pun: “LETTUCE TURNIP THE BEET”  (“Let us turn up the beat”)

• LTTB owns four trademark registrations for the pun, which is branded on a number 
of its products including t-shirts, tote bags and other accessories. 

LTTB LLC v. Redbubble Inc., 385 F. Supp. 3d 916, 917 (N.D. Cal. 2019). 
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Successful Use as a Defense: Recent Ninth Cir. Decision

• Redbubble is an online marketplace where independent artists can upload and sell their designs, including 
apparel, tote bags, stickers, etc.

• When Redbubble featured some designs bearing the words LETTUCE TURNIP THE BEET, LTTB sued for 
trademark infringement. 

• The District Court granted summary judgement for Redbubble, holding that under the doctrine of aesthetic 
functionality, absent a showing of source confusion, LTTB could not prevent others from displaying the pun on 
products. 

• LTTB appealed. 
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Successful Use as a Defense: Recent Ninth Cir. Decision

• On appeal, the Ninth Circuit considered:

1. whether the alleged non-trademark function of the asserted mark is essential to the 

use or purpose of the item or affects its cost or quality, and 

2. whether protection of the mark/feature would put competitors at a significant non-

reputation-related disadvantage.
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Successful Use as a Defense: Recent Ninth Cir. Decision

The Ninth Circuit found 

• LTTB’s t-shirts would still function as t-shirts without the marks, which did not alter the 

cost or add to the products’ quality (So pun is not “functional” in a sense).

• BUT:  LTTB presented no evidence that consumers buy its t-shirts because they 

identify LTTB as the source, versus enjoying the pun’s aesthetic function.

• Granting exclusive protection over the asserted marks would put competitors at a 

significant non-reputation-related disadvantage.

• Accordingly, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the district court’s ruling against LTTB. 
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Successful Use as a Defense: Recent Ninth Cir. Decision

• While the Ninth Circuit’s decision kept the doctrine of aesthetic functionality alive, it was
careful to note that source-identifying uses of another’s mark may still constitute
infringement.

• Aesthetic functionality is not an impermeable shield:  placing a recognized mark on a t-
shirt, tote bag, or mug is not an automatic defense (rejecting Betty Boop and Pitt).

• As the district court explained:

– “[N]othing in this ruling precludes LTTB from enforcing its rights against a defendant who
markets a products [sic] misleadingly suggesting LTTB is the source.” LTTB LLC, 385 F. Supp.
3d at 922.
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Successful Use as a Defense

• Beach apparel company, Cove, sought declaratory 
judgment that its use of phrase “No Bad Days” on 
apparel was not infringement of competitor’s (No 
Bad Days or NBD) trademark rights.

• NBD counterclaimed for trademark infringement and 
sought preliminary injunction. Cove argued that the 
“No Bad Days” phrase is aesthetically functional 
and therefore not entitled to trademark protection. 

Cove USA LLC v. No Bad Days Enters., Inc., No. 8:20-cv-
02314-JLS-KES, 2022 WL 423399, at *3-4 (C.D. Cal. Jan. 
5, 2022)
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Successful Use as a Defense

• Relying on LTTB v. Redbubble, the Central District
of California agreed with Cove, stating: “if No Bad
Days fails to show ... ‘that consumers buy [the]
goods because they identify [No Bad Days] as the
source, rather than because of the aesthetic
function of the phrase” then NBD cannot establish
infringement.

• The court held that NBD had not made such a
showing and therefore denied the preliminary
injunction.

Cove USA LLC v. No Bad Days Enters., Inc., No. 8:20-cv-
02314-JLS-KES, 2022 WL 423399, at *3-4 (C.D. Cal. Jan. 
5, 2022)
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Successful Use as a Defense

• Novelty Soap in the form of the 
Periodic Chart of Elements cannot be 
protected as a trademark

– Periodic table is in the public domain

– Color of soap has meaning associated with 
elements (gold, silver, copper, cobalt blue) 

– Chemical symbols meant to be amusing and not 
source identifying

– Preventing other novelty soap makers from 
marketing chemistry inspired soap could put 
them at a competitive disadvantage.

Bubble Genius v. Smith, 2017 WL 888251 (E.D.N.Y. 
March 6, 2017)
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Successful Use as a Defense

• Trapezoidal shape of box for dolls
• None of the advertisements mention

trapezoidal shape doll box or bring it
to consumers attention as source
identifier.

• Court suggests that container shapes
are generally aesthetically functional
[perhaps an over-statement?]

• Competitors should be free to use
any box shape where there is no
specific association with one
manufacturer.

• Mattel, Inc. v. MGA Entertainment, 782 F. Supp. 2d
911 (C.D. Cal. 2011)
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Successful Use as a Defense?

• Red Sole For Women’s Shoes

• Designer Christian Louboutin sought to 
enforce rights against ALL shades of red on 
shoe soles.  

• Louboutin sought to enforce against YSL 
monochromatic shoe where sole is clearly 
not functioning as trademark for YSL.  

• YSL claimed red sole to be aesthetically 
functional and thus not protectable
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Successful Use as a Defense?

Louboutin makes unfortunate admissions that 
the mark is primarily aesthetic

• red was attractive because it gave shoes
“energy”

• red was “sexy”

• red attracts men

• color selection is a significant aspect of
fashion.
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Successful Use as a Defense?

Original decision (scary):

In fashion industry, color serves an aesthetic 
function not present in other industries. Court held 
that color red cannot function as a trademark 
despite registrations and public recognition of 
unique red sole.  

Christian Louboutin S.A. v. Yves Saint-Laurent America Holding, 
Inc., 778 F. Supp. 2d 445 (S.D.N.Y. 2011)
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Successful Use as a Defense?

Appeal (better):

Second Circuit overturned as contradictory to 
Qualitex. Recognized that Louboutin's red outsole 
had acquired sufficient secondary meaning but limited 
the trademark protection to designs in which the red 
outsole contrasts in color with the remaining parts of 
the shoe.

Christian Louboutin S.A. v. Yves Saint-Laurent America Holding, 
Inc., 696 F.3d 206 (2d Cir. 2012)
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Successful Use as a Defense?

Green Color on Farm Equipment

– Court found color green to be aesthetically functional 
because farmers prefer to match their loaders to their 
tractor.

– defendant manufacturer of loaders would be at a 
competitive disadvantage by not being able to paint 
loaders green to match plaintiff’s tractors

Deer & Co., v. Farmhand Inc., 721 F.2d 253 (8th Cir. 1983)
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Successful Use as a Defense?

• Green/Yellow Color on Farm Equipment
– Revisits earlier 35-year-old decision based on more recent views 

of doctrine
– Defendant must show a non-reputational disadvantage now.
– Merely because color combination is appealing does not 

automatically make it aesthetically functional
– Defendant could have used other color combinations that would 

complement Plaintiff’s color scheme.
– The reason Defendant wants to use color scheme is because it 

is associated with Plaintiff.
– Aesthetic functionality defense fails

Deer & Co., v. FIMCO Inc, 239 F. Supp. 3d 964  (W.D. Ky. 2017)
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Unsuccessful Use as a Defense

Red Dripping Wax Weal for bourbon whiskey
• Defendant asserted seal was aesthetically functional

• Court rejected the defense on the following grounds:

• Wax seal highlighted prominently in advertising

• Widespread press discussion of Wax seal as
mark.

• Mark was registered with the USPTO

• Defendant had other sealing options

• Defendant could choose other color

• No competitive disadvantage

Maker’s Mark Distillery v. Diageo North America, 679 F.3d 410 
(6th Cir. 2012).
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Unsuccessful Use as a Defense

• Repeating Interlocking “G” Pattern for 
fashion items
• Defendant asserted pattern was 

aesthetically functional
• Court rejected this argument on the 

following grounds:
• Fashion consumers use this type of 

design as a source identifier 
• Record shows pattern is a well-

known source identifier for Plaintiff
• Well-organized and documented 

licensing program
• Active policing program

Gucci America Inc. v. Guess ?, Inc., 
868 F. Supp. 2d 207 (S.D.N.Y. 2012)
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Agenda

What Is Aesthetic Functionality?

“Merely Ornamental”: Prosecution Issues

Litigation and Aesthetic Functionality

Aesthetic Functionality Best Practices
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Five Common Aesthetic Functionality Mistakes

1. Failure to Treat Purported Mark As A Trademark

2. Extolling the Aesthetic Character of Purported Mark

3. Failure to Adequately Document Trademark Rights

4. Long Term Failure To Enforce Trademark Rights

5. Choosing Purported Mark With Pre-Existing Aesthetic

Associations

6. Using trademark law to revive an expired copyright
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Lessons Learned

• Use Copyright Protection 
– Would have been especially beneficial in 

Betty Boop case

• Benefits
– No requirement of “source identifier”

– Can still be protected if it “puts competitor 
at a disadvantage”

– Exists from creation of 
work/character/graphics

– Easy to register

– Can be combined with trademark rights in 
licenses and merchandising agreements 
(recommended)
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Questions?
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Our Disclaimer

These materials have been prepared solely for educational and entertainment purposes to 

contribute to the understanding of U.S. and European intellectual property law. These materials 

reflect only the personal views of the authors and are not individualized legal advice. It is 

understood that each case is fact specific, and that the appropriate solution in any case will vary. 

Therefore, these materials may or may not be relevant to any particular situation. Thus, the 

authors, Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP (including Finnegan Europe LLP, 

and Fei Han Foreign Legal Affairs Law Firm) cannot be bound either philosophically or as 

representatives of their various present and future clients to the comments expressed in these 

materials. The presentation of these materials does not establish any form of attorney-client 

relationship with these authors. While every attempt was made to ensure that these materials are 

accurate, errors or omissions may be contained therein, for which any liability is disclaimed.
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